
Lithuanian Sea Museum implemented projects co-financed by the Lithuanian 

Council of Culture and Klaipeda Municipality in 2018 

 
Project Description of Project 

 

My father used to be a fisherman 

 

 

Development of an interactive exhibition about traditional 

fishing in the ethnographic fisherman’s farmstead.  

 

From the Rivulet to the Ocean 

 

Development of interactive zones in the Aquarium exhibition 

for deeper understanding of the ocean ecosystems. 

 

A Stroll with the  President Antanas Smetona 

A performance highlighting glorious history of the  

Lithuanian Navy. 

 

WWW.SOS.COME 

 

 

Contemporary art exhibition in the Lithuanian Sea Museum 

evoking contemplations of parallel worlds of humans and the 

nature. 

 

Dangė Flotilla 

 

Historical ships‘ parade during the Sea Festival in Klaipeda, 

presenting navigation traditions and heritage with numerous 

edutainment  activities to the public. 

 

What a Wonderful World of Museums 

School project engaging students into deeper complex study 

of the history of Klaipeda with the sessions arranged in 

different museums of the city. 

 

Engaged with the Sea II 

 

Art platform-installation, arranged in a sea trade container, 

focusing on the ocean conservation issues.   

 

Discover Your Sea Here 

 

The exhibition in Klaipeda town’s square created together 

with the citizens, presenting their attitudes about the 

importance of the Baltic Sea, impressions from the 

Lithuanian Sea Museum. 

 

At the Roots of the Lithuanian Fleet. People 

and Ships 

 

A book about initiators and developers of the Lithuanian 

fleet (begin. XX c.) aiming at dissemination of national 

maritime historical heritage. 

 

Protecting the National Interests: Lithuanian 

Navy in the Course of History 

 

International conference dedicated  to the history and 

development  of the  National Navy in relation to the 

Centennial of Restoration of the State of Lithuania.  
 

 

Warship Prezidentas Smetona: about the ship 

and her crew 

 

Publishing of a book presenting the first Lithuanian Naval 

ship, her history and the people who served on the board. 

http://www.sos.come/


A Complaint is a Gift 

 

Qualifications of the museum‘s staff developing project 

aiming at providing better services for the visitors. 

Preventive Restoration and Conservation of 

Museum Valuables 

 

 

Conservation of museum valuables preserved in the 

Museum's Collection of Art. 

Acquisition  of  Museum  Valuables 

Reflecting the History of 

Lithuania as a Maritime State 

  

The project aims at  collecting   and   promoting   museum  

valuables, and presenting them to the wide public in a digital 

format. 

 

 


